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Abstract – Fraud is cheating or wrongful or a culprit activity, its main aim is focus financial or personal sign. In this proposed
system we uses two mechanisms namely, (i) fraud prevention and (ii) fraud detection, for avoiding loss from fraud, that
detecting details from fraud. In the first fraud prevention mechanism. Is most defensive and proactive strategy, it prevents the
misrepresentation from starting. At that point, the second mechanism fraud detection is guessing the fraudster. This
component is required for a fake exchange, but it guesses the fraudster, in the time exchange endeavored by fraudster. Credit
card fraud is a serious problem in financial services. Billions of dollars are lost due to credit card fraud every year. There is a
lack of research studies on analyzing real-world credit card data owing to confidentiality issues. In this project, machine
learning algorithm is used to detect credit card fraud. Standard models are first used. Then, hybrid methods which use
AdaBoost . To evaluate the model efficiency, a publicly available credit card data set is used. Then, a real-world credit card
data set from a financial institution is analyzed. In addition, noise is added to the data samples to further assess the robustness
of the algorithms. The experimental results positively indicate that Boosting Algorithms achieves good accuracy rates in
detecting fraud cases in credit cards.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Credit card fraud is a serious problem in financial
services. Billions of dollars are lost due to credit card
fraud every year. There is a lack of research studies on
analyzing real-world credit card data owing to
confidentiality issues. In this paper, machine learning
algorithms are used to detect credit card fraud. Standard
models are firstly used. Then, hybrid methods which use
AdaBoost applied. To evaluate the model efficacy, a
publicly available credit card data set is used. Then, a
real-world credit card data set from a financial institution
is analyzed. In addition, noise is added to the data samples
to further assess the robustness of the algorithms. The
experimental results positively indicate that the majority
voting method achieves good accuracy rates in detecting
fraud cases in credit cards.

II. IMPLEMENTATION
Method of Implementation
1. Python
The python libraries used in this project are SCIKITLEARN, PANDAS, SEABORN, and MATPLOTLIB.
We further discuss about the modules in detail.
2. Scikit-Learn:
If you are a Python programmer or you are looking for a
robust library you can use to bring machine learning into
a production system then a library that you will want to
seriously consider is scikit-learn.

Installation: pip install scikit-learn
It is the main Library in our project where we import
our Adaboost Classifier by following line >>>from
sklearn.ensembleimport AdaBoostClassifier
3. Pandas:
 Pandas are an open-source, BSD-licensed Python
library providing high-performance, easy-to-use data
structures and data analysis tools for the Python
programming language. Python with Pandas is used in a
wide range of fields including academic and
commercial domains including finance, economics,
Statistics, analytics, etc.
 Installation: pip install pandas
 Importing the library : import pandas as pd
4. Matplotlib:
 Matplotlib.pyplot is a plotting library used for 2D
graphics in python programming language. It can be
used in python scripts, shell, web application servers
and other graphical user interface toolkits.
 Installation: pip install matplotlib
 Import the library: import matplotlib.pyplot as p
5. Seaborn:
 Seaborn is a library for making statistical graphics in
Python. It is built on top of matplotlib and closely
integrated with pandas data structures.
 Installation : pip install seaborn
 Importing the library : import seaborn as sns
6. Problem Definition:
Fraud has been increasing drastically with the progression
of state-of-art technology and worldwide communication.
Fraud can be avoided in two main ways: prevention and
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detection. Prevention avoids any attacks from fraudsters
by acting as a layer of protection. Detection happens once
the prevention has already failed. Therefore, detection
helps in identifying and alerting as soon as a fraudulent
transaction is being triggered. Recently, card not-present
transactions in credit card operations have become
popular among web payment gateways. According to the
Nilson Report in October 2016, more than $31 trillion
were generated worldwide by online payment systems in
2015, increasing 7.3% than 2014.

performance. The output of the other learning algorithms
('weak learners') is combined into a weighted sum that
represents the final output of the boosted classifier.
AdaBoost is adaptive in the sense that subsequent weak
learners are tweaked in favor of those instances
misclassified by previous classifiers. AdaBoost is
sensitive to noisy data and outliers. In some problems it
can be less susceptible to the over fitting problem than
other learning algorithms. The individual learners can be
weak, but as long as the performance of each one is
slightly better than random guessing, the final model can
be proven to converge to a strong learner.

Worldwide losses from credit card fraud have been rising
to $21 billion in 2015, and will possibly reach $31 billion
by 2020. However, there has been an extreme increase in
fraudulent transactions that affect the economy
dramatically. Credit card fraud can be classified into
several categories. The two types of frauds that can be
mainly identified in a set of transactions are Card-not
present (CNP) frauds and Card-present (CP) frauds.
Those two types can be described further by bankruptcy
fraud, theft/counterfeit fraud, application fraud, and
behavioral fraud. Our study aims at addressing four fraud
natures that belong to the CNP fraud category described
above and we propose a method to detect those frauds real
time.
Machine learning is this generation's solution which
replaces such methodologies and can work on large
datasets which is not easily possible for human beings.
Machine learning techniques fall into two main
categories; supervised learning and unsupervised learning.
Fraud detection can be done in either way and only can be
decided when to use according to the dataset. Supervised
learning requires prior classification to anomalies. During
the last few years, several supervised algorithms have
been used in detecting credit card fraud. The data which is
being used in this study is analyzed in two main ways: as
categorical data and as numerical data. The dataset
originally comes with categorical data. The raw data can
be prepared by data cleaning and other basic
preprocessing techniques. First, categorical data can be
transformed into numerical data and then appropriate
techniques are applied to do the evaluation. Secondly,
categorical data is used in the machine learning
techniques to find the optimal algorithm.

Fig. 1 AdaBoost is sensitive to noisy data and outliers
Advantages:
1. Adaboost is easy to implement.
2. It’s not prone to over fitting.
3. Works better than other models as ensemble learning
(Adaboost) is used.
4. More accurate and makes weak learners as strong
learners.
Software requirements:
1. Operating system : Windows 7 / Linux /OSX
2. Coding Language : Python
3. Python Modules : Numpy, Pandas, Seaborn,
Matplotlib, Scikit-Learn
4. Tool : Vim editor, Spyder
5. Database : excel, CSVfiles

IV. MODULE DESCRIPTION

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
There are many machine learning models in this era
which are used for credit card fraud detection. But, using
Adaboost is something which increases the accuracy,
other
parameters
and
performance
of
the
model.AdaBoost, short for Adaptive Boosting, is a
machine learning meta-algorithm formulated by Yoav
Freund and Robert Schapire, who won the 2003 Godel
Prize for their work. It can be used in conjunction with
many other types of learning algorithms to improve

Fig.2 Model Description.
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1. User Module: In this module the User loads the
dataset and take cares of the other input to feed the
machine learning model.
2. Machine learning module: In this module the dataset
is separated in 70% and 30% as training and testing
data and Training data is fed to model to train the
model.
3. Fraud Risk Estimation Module: This module is all
about detection of fraud where the Model should be
trained in such a way that every fraudulent transaction
is detected.
4. Result Module: In this module the result is obtained
as either fraudulent transaction or genuine transaction.
Figure 1 below provides Activity Diagram

Fig.6 we get an output of dataset loaded one the dataset is
loaded.

Fig.7 we visualize a graph with class(0|1) on y axis and
amount on x axis determining the amount done in a fraud
transaction.
Fig. 3 Activity Diagram.

Fig.8 we visualize between genuine and fraudulent
transactions in the dataset resulting in a great imbalance
as we have transactions of 284,807 in which only 492 are
fraudulent (0.17).

Fig.4 Below provides Credit Card fraud detuction
process.
Discussion of Results

Fig.9 so to overcome the Imbalance we took a fraction of
dataset where the genuine and fraudulent are balanced
resulting in data fabrication.

Fig.5 Running the python code in command line
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Fig.10 This is the visualization done after data fabrication
resulting in data balance.

Fig.13 Creating Features dataframe which contains all the
columns of dataset except Class and printing first five
rows of it.

Fig.11 Then we print the dataset sample which returns
first five rows and dimensions (5 X 31).

Fig. 14 Then we take these Label and Feature Dataframes
and split them into Training and Testing Data.

Fig.12 Creating Label dataframe which contains the class
column of the dataset and printing the first five rows of it.

Fig.15 Then we Initialize the classifier and fit the training
and testing data into it and make predictions over test
data.
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current feature mapping method through ideas in
transferring learning.
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